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INTRODUCTION

DOES an effective state require citizens who are virtuous or merely rational? Gerard Lynch recently articulated the answer of common sense and pre-modern scholarship:

What society wants from its members, in any case, is not an intelligent calculation of the costs and benefits of abiding by its basic norms, but more or less unthinking obedience to them. To the extent people are specifically comparing the costs and benefits of breaking criminal laws, the battle is already lost; many of them must conclude, in particular situations, that the calculus favors law-breaking. . . . For society to function, most people have to obey the law for reasons of conscience and conviction, and not out of fear of punishment.

Against this view stands the economic analysis of law. Some economists proclaim themselves to be moral skeptics. Almost all economists, however, practice moral skepticism by exploring effi-
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cient institutional arrangements for rationally self-interested actors.

The success of the economic analysis of law demonstrates the power of skeptical models. Even so, skepticism fails to explain significant activities of people, as illustrated by four examples. First, in laboratory games conducted by economists and social psychologists, people persistently cooperate more than predicted by rational self-interest. For example, people share payoffs with others when doing so is unnecessary. Second, in general elections, the probability that a particular vote proves decisive is so small that purely self-interested citizens would not bother to vote at current rates. Whereas journalists chide citizens for low rates of participation in elections, economists find participation rates inexplicably high. Third, lawyers in the United States often abandon more lucrative practices to become federal judges, presumably because they enjoy participating in public life and shaping the law to their political vision. Fourth, in most countries the punishment for tax evasion, discounted by the probability of prosecution and conviction, is
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small relative to the gain. Whereas economic models of self-interest predict low rates of tax compliance, some countries, like the United States and Switzerland, enjoy unusually high rates of tax compliance.\(^5\)

To encompass these facts, economists can postulate "tastes" for fairness, voting, judging, and tax compliance. Or economists can postulate general tastes like "self-expression" and "good citizenship" that encompass these particular tastes. Postulating a taste for morality raises the question, "What is the difference between an unselfish desire to treat others fairly and a selfish desire to satisfy a taste for treating others fairly?" While philosophers puzzle over whether seemingly good people are selfishly satisfying a taste for morality, this question is unimportant for social science. Social scientists should describe the values internalized by people, predict the effects of internalized values on society, and explain why some people internalize values that others do not internalize. In brief, social scientists should chart the distribution, effects, and causes of internalized values.

I will extend economics to sketch such a theory. My focus will be on social norms that regulate civic acts. Examples include participating in government, helping officials enforce laws, encouraging honest administration, cleaning the local park, helping the needy, following the rules, and treating others fairly.

When building in Rome, excavation inevitably exposes the detritus of past civilizations. Similarly, a long, contentious history attaches to phrases like "social norms" and provokes confusion over definitions. In my search for causes, I leave argument over definitions to others, but I will use an old tradition in Anglo-American jurisprudence to provide the minimum meaning needed to motivate my model. This tradition, called the "imperative theory of law," asserts that a law is an obligation backed by a state sanction.\(^6\) According to this tradition, the law consists of statements
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\(^6\) In its early form in English jurisprudence, the positive theory asserts that law is the command of a sovereign, where a sovereign is someone whom others obey and who does not obey anyone. Generalizing, the "sovereign" becomes the process for making laws stipulated in higher-level laws. A law created by following the correct procedures has the right "pedigree." See Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously 17 (1977). In the modern formulation, a law regulating behavior is an effective
such as, "You ought not to drive over 70 miles per hour, or else you must pay a fine of $500," or "You ought to take reasonable care towards your neighbor, or else you must pay compensation for the harm that you cause." Following this tradition, a norm can be defined as an obligation backed by a nonlegal sanction. Sanctions such as criticizing, blaming, refusing to deal or shunning are nonlegal insofar as the people who impose them are not state officials.

Laws also differ from some social norms in another respect besides the sanction. According to the U.S. Constitution, a bill becomes law when it receives a majority vote in both houses of Congress and the President signs it. In general, legal systems have rules for making, amending, or extinguishing rules. Similarly, the charter of a corporation may empower its board of directors to impose rules on employees, and the bylaws of a church may empower its deacons to impose rules on church members. Like the state, many private organizations have charters that specify how to make rules. The least formal social norms, however, lack rules for making rules. For example, no definite process exists to create, amend, or extinguish a rule of etiquette or a principle of morality.

This fact contributes to disagreements about the existence and content of morality and etiquette, especially in times of social change. To illustrate, are Americans still obligated to hold the fork in the right hand when eating, or is the European practice of holding the fork in the left hand now acceptable in America? This question apparently has no definitive answer. Disagreement over what norms exist, however, is modest compared to disagreement over what norms ought to exist. To illustrate, some conservative religious groups teach women to obey their husbands, whereas feminists cannot tolerate the subordination of women to men. Conventional morality asserts that people ought to recognize obligations that critical morality denies.

Instead of discussing what norms exist or ought to exist, I focus on the interaction between actual norms and laws. To understand the interaction between law and norms, social scientists should describe the distribution and effects of internalized values. In consumer theory, the amount that a person is willing to pay for a obligation with the right pedigree. See H.L.A. Hart, The Concept of Law 107–14 (1961); Joseph Raz, The Concept of a Legal System: An Introduction to the Theory of a Legal System, 147–56 (2d ed. 1980).
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good measures the strength of his preference for it. Similarly, I will measure the extent to which a person internalizes a social norm by the amount that he will pay to conform to it. Next I will show how the interaction between willingness-to-pay and the actual cost of conforming to a norm determines the equilibrium level of obedience. Finally, I will show that when some citizens internalize respect for law, pronouncement of a new law can have an expressive effect that causes behavior to jump to a new equilibrium. Given appropriate internalization, legal expression changes behavior dramatically with little state expenditure on coercion.

In the Paper’s second half, I will extend economics to explain the causes of internalization. In many cooperative ventures, people prefer partners committed to moral values. Rationally self-interested people, consequently, internalize moral values in order to increase their opportunities for cooperation with others. A Pareto self-improvement is a change in values that increases opportunities enough so that the outcome is better relative to the actor’s original and final preferences. People make Pareto self-improvements in response to enduring relationships, especially those involving intimacy. State officials who have remote relationships with citizens lack the information needed to detect internalized values. Instead of building internalization, the state mostly relies on citizens’ families, friends, and colleagues to encourage civic virtue.

I. WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY

Performing civic acts often costs money, time, effort, opportunities, inconvenience, or risk. The vertical axis in Figure 1 represents the amount a person would be willing to pay to do a particular civic act, and the horizontal axis represents the proportion of citizens willing to pay the price. According to the graph, roughly 80% of the citizens will pay something to do their civic duty, whereas roughly 20% will pay nothing. Thus roughly 80% of the population internalizes their civic duty (although not to the same extent), and roughly 20% of the population externalizes their civic duty. Imagine a state in which 80% of the citizens will expend some time and effort in order to vote, but not everyone is willing to expend the same amount, and 20% of the citizens are unwilling to expend anything. Thus the willingness-to-pay curve describes the distribution of tastes for voting.
The theory of consumer demand elucidates Figure 1. For some goods such as pizzas or gasoline, a fall in price causes some people to buy more of the good. For other goods, such as houses and dentures, most people buy only one good at most. For the latter, a fall in price causes more people to buy the good. Figure 1 resembles a demand curve for goods of the second type.

Another distinction concerns the difference between derived demand and final demand. The demand of producers for goods used in production derives from the demand of consumers for goods used in consumption. For example, the demand for seed corn, chromium, and sulfuric acid by producers derives from the demand by consumers for such goods as flour, automobiles, and newspapers. In general, the preferences of consumers determine final demand, and final demand determines derived demand.

To understand the importance of this difference, assume that someone wants a car for personal enjoyment and work. If the personal enjoyment is worth $10,000 and the use for work is worth $5,000, then the person is willing to pay $15,000 for the car. An
An economist can observe that the person is willing to pay $15,000 for the car more easily than observing the breakdown into $10,000 for personal use and $5,000 for work. Discerning the difference between derived and final demand, however, is necessary for predictions. If I change jobs, my willingness to pay to use the car for work may fall from $5,000 to $0, but I may still be willing to pay $10,000 to use the car for personal enjoyment. In this example, the economist must distinguish derived demand from final demand in order to predict the consequences of changing jobs on the demand for cars. Besides being important for predictions, discerning the difference between derived and final demand is necessary to evaluate human welfare, especially to criticize a Soviet-style economy that apparently produced steel for steel's sake.

The difference in causes between derived demand and final demand rests on the difference between instrumental and intrinsic values. Relatively instrumental values motivate derived demand, and relatively intrinsic values motivate final demand. These values are "relative" because so many goods have both instrumental and intrinsic values. Economists describe relatively intrinsic values as "tastes" or "preferences." The preferences of people determine what goods they want to buy, while technology and institutions determine costs.

In my analogy between norms and markets, final demand for a commodity corresponds to the intrinsic value of obeying a social norm. A person who intrinsically values obeying a social norm will pay something to obey the norm for its own sake, independent of any resulting advantage or disadvantage. In the language of economics, intrinsic value implies a "taste" for obeying the norm. Tastes are internal to people. The curve in Figure 1 depicts the distribution of internalized values among citizens.

While the values depicted in Figure 1 are relatively intrinsic, civic acts can also have instrumental value. The instrumental value of civic acts often depends on the advantage gained from having the reputation of being a good citizen. A businessman may participate in civic projects in the hope that a good reputation prompts leniency from state regulators. As with owning a car, the intrinsic and instrumental values of obeying a social norm often get confused, even in the actor's mind. Distinguishing them, however, is essential to accurate predictions. For the businessman, increasing
his anonymity undermines the importance of reputation, which diminishes the instrumental value of civic acts, but does not diminish their intrinsic value.

Figure 1 represents the intrinsic value of civic acts. Following this interpretation, Figure 1 indicates that roughly 80% of the population has a taste for obeying the norm and roughly 20% of the population does not have this taste. To illustrate concretely, 80% of the population may be willing to spend time voting. These people presumably believe that they ought to vote. However, 20% of the people are unwilling to spend time voting. These people only vote if doing so has instrumental value, such as winning praise from neighbors or securing advantages from politicians.

Whereas Figure 1 depicts a situation where most people intrinsically value obeying a norm, people could value obeying a norm entirely for instrumental reasons. For example, unlike Japanese lawyers, most American lawyers probably view hostile takeovers as morally neutral. Insofar as participating in hostile takeovers makes more money for them, they will participate. Conversely, if their participation loses money for them because firms refuse to deal with them, they will not participate. To represent people who place little intrinsic value on the norm, the willingness-to-pay curve in Figure 1 must shift down.

By restricting the interpretation of Figure 1 to final demand, intrinsic and instrumental value are graphically separated: The willingness-to-pay curve represents intrinsic value, and the cost curve, my next topic, represents all instrumental values.

II. COST

Having graphed willingness-to-pay to obey the norm, I now turn to the cost of obeying it. Obeying a norm often imposes direct costs in money, inconvenience, effort, risk, or lost opportunity. In addition, obeying a norm often conveys the benefits of a good reputation, such as praise, esteem, promotion, and preferential dealings. Finally, obeying a norm conveys the benefit of avoiding a social sanction. Combining these elements yields this formula for the net cost of obeying a social norm:

\[ \text{net cost} = \text{direct cost} - \text{reputational benefit} - \text{avoided sanction}. \]

In general, net costs can be positive or negative, depending on the relative size of these three elements. With negative net costs,
everyone obeys the norm. I will focus on the usual case where net costs are positive and some people violate the norm.

Figure 2: Cost

Like industrial production, social norms can exhibit increasing returns to scale because of fixed costs and network effects. Social norms, however, can also exhibit increasing returns to scale for more distinctive reasons. People are notoriously susceptible to group pressures, variously described as conformity, herd effects, or social solidarity. With group pressures, an increase in an act's popularity lowers its cost. Imposing a nonlegal sanction on someone often involves a risk of retaliation, which decreases as more...
people obey the norm. The risk of a nonlegal sanction often increases as more people obey a norm, thus lowering the relative cost of conforming to the norm. The increased aggression of nonsmokers toward smokers as fewer people smoke in airports demonstrates this phenomenon.

Figure 3 combines the two curves. To reduce the number of graphs, I have drawn shapes for the curves in Figure 3 that capture the most interesting possibilities. Where the two curves intersect, the cost of doing the civic act equals the price people are willing to pay, so the system is in equilibrium. Stable equilibria occur in Figure 3 at 0% and roughly 50%, whereas an unstable equilibrium occurs at roughly 20%. Social interactions in Figure 3 have multiple equilibria whose analysis will yield some surprising results.

Consider the direction of movement when the system is out of equilibrium. Where the willingness-to-pay curve is above the expected cost curve, more people are willing to do the act than required to sustain the current cost of doing it, so the cost decreases. In the interval between 20% and 50%, the proportion of
people acting increases as indicated by the arrow in Figure 3. Conversely, where the cost curve is above the willingness-to-pay curve, fewer people are willing to do the act than required to sustain the current cost of doing it, so the cost is increasing. In the interval between 50% and 100%, the proportion of people acting decreases as indicated by the arrow. Similarly, in the interval between 0% and 20%, the proportion of people acting decreases as indicated by the arrow.

Thus, starting from any point below 20%, the system tends to move to 0%, and starting from any point above 20%, the system tends to move to 50%. Zero and 50% are the stable equilibria of the system depicted in Figure 3, and 20% is a tipping point. In Part III, I will use these facts to distinguish two distinct ways that internalization influences behavior. First, however, I will use the graph to explain the consequences of the absence of internalization.

Without internalization, the willingness-to-pay curve shifts down until it rests on the horizontal axis, as depicted in Figure 4. In these circumstances, no one will obey the norm unless the net costs are negative. In other words, no one will obey the norm unless the instrumental benefit exceeds the direct cost. To depict a situation where someone might obey the norm, I also need to shift the net cost curve down so that it assumes negative values. In Figure 4, the negative values are assumed after roughly 40% or more of the population obeys the norm.
Notice that without internalization, the only stable equilibria in Figure 4 are the extremes where 0% obey the norm or 100% obey the norm. Without internalization no one will bear the cost of being different, so everyone does the same thing. This fact can cause jumps in behavior from one extreme to the other. For example, lawyers presumably have no moral commitment to participating or not participating in hostile takeovers, and are willing to do whatever is more profitable. Without internalization, the behavior of lawyers could swing from one extreme to the other. In fact, the situation has changed abruptly in the United States from no lawyers willing to participate in hostile takeover to all lawyers willing to participate.

III. TWO EFFECTS OF INTERNALIZATION

Return to Figure 3 and consider the effects of more internalization, which shifts up the willingness-to-pay curve as depicted in Figure 5. As a consequence of this shift, the tipping point at 20% moves down to approximately 15%. Similarly, the stable internal equilibrium at 50% moves up to approximately 65%. Thus the sys-
tem will now converge to 65% from any point above 15%, whereas before the system would converge to 50% from any point above 20%.

More internalization thus has one of two possible effects on conforming to norms in the long run. If the system were originally tending towards equilibrium at 50% conformity, then more internalization causes the system to tend toward 65% conformity. Alternatively, if the system were stuck at 0% conformity, then more internalization decreases the size of the shock from 20% to 15%, which causes the system to jump to a high level (65% and 50%, respectively). In general, more internalization causes either a small increase in conformity for certain, or a large jump in conformity with higher probability.

Figure 5: Internalization

What determines whether the system settles into equilibrium at 0% or 65%? If everyone believes that less than 15% of the citizens will do the act in question, then their belief will prove correct and the system will converge to the equilibrium at 0%. Conversely, if everyone believes that more than 15% of the citizens will do the act in question, then their belief will prove correct and the system
will converge to the equilibrium at 65%. So the system has characteristics of a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Given this fact, the law might play a crucial role in determining the outcome by influencing people's beliefs about what others will do. Recall that the figures represent a civic act. The state presumably wants citizens to do their civic duty. If the state is careful about its pronouncements, so that most citizens believe them, then the state might cause the system to converge to an equilibrium at 65% merely by making the appropriate pronouncement. In general, a credible state can influence citizen choice among multiple equilibria by pronouncing the law. Enacting "pooper-scooper" ordinances in Berkeley apparently caused many owners to clean up after their dogs, even though legal enforcement remains lax or absent. Similarly, posting "no smoking" signs in U.S. airports has improved the quality of indoor air with little or no legal enforcement. These ideas, which I have developed elsewhere, could revive older theories of expressive law by providing them with an analytical basis.

The graphs reveal the fundamental error of asserting that internalized values do not influence aggregate behavior. As depicted in Figure 3, willingness to pay and costs jointly determine the aggregate level of civic acts. In contrast, pure skepticism asserts that the cost curve solely determines the aggregate level of civic acts. Marx's labor theory of value is the most famous example of this mistake in economics. Pure skeptics mistakenly suppose that the
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12 This conclusion requires a vertical demand curve (perfectly inelastic demand). There is no more reason to think that aggregate levels of civic activity are unresponsive to prices than to think that aggregate levels of demand for consumer goods are unresponsive to prices.

preferences of people do not influence the aggregate level of civic acts, just as some Marxists mistakenly suppose that the preferences of people do not influence the aggregate level of commodities.

To illustrate the problem of pure skepticism, consider that Oliver Wendell Holmes urged legal scholars to reason from the viewpoint of a "bad man" without respect for law.\footnote{Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Path of the Law, 10 Harv. L. Rev. 457, 459 (1897), reprinted in 78 B.U. L. Rev. 699, 701 (1998).} Insofar as the bad man obeys the law, he does so for instrumental reasons. Thus the bad man treats law as "external" in the sense of being outside of his own values. Economic models of law typically accept the "bad man" approach and add an element to it: rationality. A bad man who is rational decides whether or not to obey the law by calculating his own benefits and costs, including the risk of punishment. The rational bad man breaks the law whenever the gain to him exceeds the risk of punishment. Law and economics scholars typically make the rational bad man into the decision-maker in their models. For the bad man, law is a constraint and not a guide.

In reality, society includes bad people and good citizens, as well as many citizens who are in between. Figure 3 shows how the effects of a law depend on the distribution of internalized values among citizens. Officials should not proceed by making laws only for bad people, because the response of good people also determines the laws' effects.

Instead of making the indefensible claim that internalization makes no difference to civic acts, skeptics do better by asserting that law makes no difference to the values internalized by citizens. To be precise, if law shifts the net cost curve more easily than the willingness-to-pay curve, then officials can influence citizens more effectively by manipulating costs rather than manipulating internalized values. In these circumstances, officials should proceed as if "tastes are given." Evaluating this form of skepticism requires an account of the causes of internalized values, which is my next topic.

IV. CAUSES OF INTERNALIZATION

Why do some people have tastes that others lack? Without an answer to this question, explaining different behavior by different
tastes is a tautology, like asserting that opium makes people drowsy because of its “dormative power.” Psychologists have studied non-rational and irrational influences on values, and philosophers have long disputed about rational values. In the past, however, economists made little effort to explain tastes, and some economists, such as Gary Becker and George Stigler, praised this reluctance as a methodological virtue linked to scientific rigor. \textsuperscript{15} A small but growing economics literature uses economic models of rationality to explore endogenous preferences, \textsuperscript{16} but economics still lacks an accepted method to investigate the internalization of values. Economic theory is only beginning a sustained inquiry into the question, “Where do tastes come from?”

I will extend the core concepts of economics to predict when rational people will internalize social norms. The theory of exchange states abstractly the conditions under which trade is mutually beneficial. Similarly, I begin with the conditions under which the internalization of social norms is mutually beneficial.

Business, politics, love, and war cause people to form relationships with each other. These relationships create opportunities for mutual benefit from cooperation and also opportunities for people
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to exploit each other. People, consequently, care about the extent to which their partners internalize norms. According to Figure 3, a person who internalizes a norm is willing to pay to conform to it. In many activities, people prefer partners who are willing to pay a lot to conform to moral norms. Internalizing a norm, consequently, increases a person's opportunities.

To illustrate by analogy, signing an enforceable contract raises the cost of breach, thereby committing the promisor to perform. The promisor's commitment enables the promisee to rely on the promise, which makes the cooperation more profitable. So promisor and promisee both benefit from the former's legal commitment. Similarly, internalizing a norm is a moral commitment. Moral commitment increases the price that the person would pay to do what is right. People have more trust in the morally committed person. Trust facilitates cooperation and makes the relationship more beneficial to both parties.

This analysis assumes that people can make moral commitments. How do they morally commit? Is commitment psychological or rational? Does commitment come from habits or beliefs? Is a purely rational person morally uncommitted? The plethora of psychiatrists and self-help books testifies to the fact that we cannot automatically change ourselves by wanting to be different. Changing ourselves is a difficult technical problem, and I will not offer a theory to solve it in this Paper. Instead, I assume the existence of a technology for preference change without explaining it. In other words, I assume that people can change their preferences at some cost.

I have explained why people often prefer partners who have internalized morality. To act on this preference, people must observe the preferences of others. "Revealed preference theory" in economics examines rigorously the assumptions under which a person's choices reveal his preferences. Inferring moral commit-

17 For elaboration, see the agency theory of contracts, developed in Robert Cooter & Thomas Ulen, Law and Economics 184-88 (2000).
ments from behavior is difficult, especially among strangers. The moral commitments of strangers are opaque, but, as people get to know each other better, their moral commitments become translucent. In the case of very intimate relationships, such as mother-daughter, moral commitments can become transparent. In general, as relationships grow longer and deeper, moral commitments move from left to right on the following scale of observability.

Figure 6: Scale of Observability

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{low} & \text{observability} & \text{high} \\
\hline
\text{opaque} & \text{translucent} & \text{transparent}
\end{array}
\]

Given that preferences are translucent and people care about the preferences of their partners, a person's preferences affect his opportunities. For example, if employers have some insight into the traits of employees, and if most employers prefer honest employees, then an honest person will enjoy more employment opportunities on average than a dishonest person. The dependence of opportunities on preferences gives a person an incentive to change his preferences. If a dishonest youth wants more opportunities for employment, for example, he might become honest.

I want to characterize the conditions that destabilize preferences and cause them to change. Identifying these conditions will help to predict when people will internalize values. According to the preceding discussion, people tend to change their preferences when doing so causes a sufficiently large increase in their opportunities. How large is “sufficiently large”? I will use Figure 7 to answer this question. The axes represent consumption of the first and second goods, and the lines represent indifference curves. Assume that the actor has preference \( U_1 \), which results in opportunities such that \((x_1, y_1)\) is the feasible combination of the goods yielding the most satisfaction. Assume that the actor can change his preference from \( U_1 \) to \( U_2 \). The set of points labeled “Pareto improvement” contains
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all combinations of the first and second good that yield higher satisfaction than \((x_i, y_i)\) relative to preferences \(U_1\) and \(U_2\).

Figure 7: Pareto Self-Improvement

Welfare economics calls a change that is better with respect to the preferences of everyone affected a "Pareto improvement." By analogy, I call a change in preferences that leaves the decision-maker better off with respect to his original preferences and his final preferences a "Pareto self-improvement."¹⁹

People will tend to change their preferences when doing so increases their opportunities sufficiently to increase their satisfaction relative to their initial preferences and their final preferences. I will explain this prediction. The preferences of people have structure. To illustrate, a person's choices might reveal a preference for milk over soda. Behind this choice might lay a preference for health over infirmity. The first-order preference is for milk and the second-order preference is for health. Behind our particular preferences lie

¹⁹I analyze this concept graphically in Cooter, Expressive Law, supra note 10, at 599; Cooter, "Bad Man" of Holmes, supra note 11, at 923.
more general, abstract preferences. The existence of different orders of preferences provides a potential explanation for how a rational person would choose his own preferences. In general, higher-order preferences can provide a guide for changing lower-order preferences. If a person's lower-order preferences determine his opportunities, then he might choose his lower-order preferences so that the resulting opportunities maximize his higher-order preferences.

Theorists have tried to identify a supreme value that orders all specific choices. Traditional candidates among philosophers include pleasure and happiness. Thus a hedonist would choose honesty over dishonesty, provided that honesty increased his pleasure. Similarly, a eudaemonist would choose honesty over dishonesty provided that honesty increased his happiness. Economists sometimes focus on wealth as supreme, so "homo economicus" might choose honesty over dishonesty, provided that honesty increases his wealth. Political theorists sometimes focus on power as supreme, so "political man" might choose honesty over dishonesty provided that honesty increases his power.

Compared to philosophers, ordinary people give relatively little thought to their higher-order preferences. Many people are unsure about the extent to which they prefer, say, wealth to pleasure, or happiness to success. These people need some guidance as they discover their higher order preferences by trial and error. Pareto self-improvements provide a guide to people who are uncertain about their higher order preferences. For example, if learning diligence in school promotes happiness and wealth, then a student who remains unsure about the relative importance of happiness and wealth still has a reason to learn diligence. After making the change and learning diligence, the opportunities enjoyed by the student are better than before relative to both his new and old preferences. Whether the actor evaluates the outcome using his new or old preferences, he will not regret making a Pareto self-improvement. This fact provides a reason to make the change for someone with imperfect information concerning his higher order preferences.
I have explained that self-interested people change their preferences to increase their opportunities. Now I will relate this causal mechanism for changing preferences to the law's ability to make citizens internalize values. To induce people to internalize civic values, the state must reward citizens for having civic virtue. For this purpose, officials have honors, awards, and praise, as well as dishonor, punishments, and blame. To reward people for having civic virtue, however, the state must infer character from behavior. Inferring character from behavior requires intimate knowledge of the person. The officials in large states are remote from most citizens. The character of each citizen is relatively opaque to state officials. Consequently, officials lack the information needed to reward people for acquiring civic virtue. Instead of rewarding or punishing character, state law mostly rewards or punishes acts.

Compared to the state, people in intimate relationships with each other are relatively good at inferring character from behavior. Preferences are relatively transparent among intimates. Consequently, the primary influences on character are intimate relationships such as families, friends, and colleagues. Given these facts, the state will have little success instilling civic virtue. Instead, the state should rely on family, friends, and colleagues to instill civic virtue in each other. Insofar as family, friends, and colleagues prefer relationships with civic-minded people, individuals have an incentive to cultivate civic virtue. Civic acts can become signals for the possession of the moral traits that people seek in partners for cooperative ventures.

The primary way to prompt people to instill civic virtue in each other is by aligning law with morality. When law aligns with morality, individuals who cultivate morality necessarily acquire civic virtue. Consequently, the law enlists the force of internalized morality to achieve the ends of the state. To illustrate this mechanism, I will reinterpret Figure 5. Assume that revising a law to align it more closely with morality causes the upward shift in the willingness-to-pay curve. In other words, citizens are more willing to do their civic duty after the state grounds the duty in morality. This change shifts up the willingness-to-pay curve as depicted in Figure 5.

I have explained that people change their preferences to increase their opportunities, especially in intimate relationships.
have argued that state officials, being remote from citizens, have limited ability to change citizens’ preferences. Perhaps state officials can develop ways to change people in special circumstances, such as rehabilitating wrongdoers by “reintegrative shaming.” Or perhaps state officials can learn to use the techniques of commercial advertising. Commercial advertising often associates products with traits desired by partners in relationships. Commercial advertising often suggests that, say, men who consume a certain product are more attractive to women. Men respond to such advertising by changing their preferences in favor of the advertised product. Compared to businesses, modern states advertise relatively little. California spends large sums to register voters, but the state does not develop television advertisements on the theme, “Women prefer men who vote.” Similarly, California spends large sums to catch speeding motorists, but the state does not develop television advertising on the theme, “Women prefer men who drive carefully.” These themes probably make more sense than successful commercial advertising on such themes as “Women prefer men who eat potato chips.”

I have discussed the possibility that people respect laws that align with morality. Now I consider the possibility that some people’s morality requires them to respect law. In other words, I assume that some people believe that they ought to obey the law because it is law. These people align their morality with law. In *The Concept of Law*, H.L.A. Hart points out that many judges view law as a guide whose instructions they should follow. Rather than treating law as an external constraint, these judges value following the law. In developing this line of thought, Ronald Dworkin’s influential early work asserted that judges could arrive at the right answer in a hard case by constructing the best synthesis of current legal rules and values. In contrast, other scholars favor the view
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20 As developed by John Braithwaite, the wrongdoer must confront his victims before his relatives, thus producing a combination of shame and forgiveness that reintegrates the wrongdoer into community life on the condition that he try to change. See John Braithwaite, Crime, Shame and Reintegration 55 (1989).

21 See Hart, supra note 6, at 141-42.

22 Dworkin argues that the great judge, Hercules, will find one right answer to every legal question, and the best synthesis of existing law gives the right answer. In this view, the law includes values as well as rules. Hercules, however, does not draw on his own personal or political values to decide cases. Dworkin, supra note 6, at 125-26. Later Dworkin modified his theory to allow some role for the personal and political
that independent judges express their own political vision in deciding hard cases.\textsuperscript{23} Insofar as judges decide cases in light of their own political views, respect for law does not determine their decisions.

What actually motivates judges? If a judge decides cases strictly based on legal values, then the judge's political philosophy would not predict his decisions. In fact, social scientists can often predict judicial decisions from the political philosophy of judges.\textsuperscript{24} Furthermore, U.S. federal judges behave differently according to various strategic considerations, such as the composition of the values of the judge. See Ronald Dworkin, Law's Empire 255–56 (1986), where Dworkin argues that the ideal of law demands principled justification for the exercise of force by the state, and the rule of law requires judges to reach decisions that not only are consistent in principle with past legal authorities, but also characterize the relevant authorities in the best moral light.

\textsuperscript{23} See Richard A. Posner, What Do Judges and Justices Maximize? (The Same Thing Everybody Else Does), 3 Sup. Ct. Econ. Rev. 1, 39–40 (1993); see also Cooter & Ulen, supra note 17, at 408 (suggesting that the independence of American judges allows them to decide cases based on their own views of right and wrong). Schauer emphasizes that the reputation of modern U.S. judges rests increasingly on the political outcomes of their decisions, so the prudential incentives to law-following are all we need to explain about the concept of law. See Frederick Schauer, Autonomy, Judicial Activism and Judicial Review in Australian Democracy, in Legal Positivism and Legal Autonomy (1998); Frederick Schauer, Against Normativity, Conference on Norms and Incentives, Australian National University Research School of Social Sciences (July 20–21, 1998).

Empirical evidence thus supports the theory that judges respond to values outside the narrow confines of the law. This evidence refutes the claim that independent judges act purely from respect for law. However, the unexplained residual remains large in these statistical studies. Future research will have to determine whether or not respect for the law explains the currently unexplained residual.

To illustrate how respect for law among citizens might influence their behavior, I will reinterpret Figure 5 once again. Assume that officials identify a moral obligation and raise it to the level of a legal obligation. For citizens who place no intrinsic value on obeying the law, the enactment of the law does not change their willingness to do their duty. For citizens who intrinsically value obeying the law, however, the enactment of the law increases their willingness to do their duty. Consequently, the willingness-to-pay curve shifts up in Figure 5.

These two mechanisms for support of law by citizens—alignment of law with morality and respect for law—are allegedly interrelated. According to some philosophers, when citizens reflect upon the state, they often evaluate its performance against standards of justice. If the state performs well relative to these standards, then reflective citizens conclude that the law deserves respect. Once citizens respect the law, they obey it habitually in their daily lives. Thus a just state achieves stability by generating its own support among reflective citizens.

---

25 See Revesz, Environmental Regulation, supra note 24, at 1764; Revesz, Ideology, supra note 24, at 834–36; Revesz, Judges as Strategic Ideologues?, supra note 24; Schwartz, supra note 24; Smith, The Strategy of Judging, supra note 24; cf. Edwards, supra note 24, at 1358–62 (discussing the pattern of consensus on the D.C. Circuit in light of collegiality); Eric Rasmusen, Judicial Legitimacy as a Repeated Game, 10 J.L. Econ. & Org. 63, 81 (1994) (discussing the strategy of current judges influencing and constraining future judges); Eli Salzberger & Paul Fenn, Judicial Independence: Some Evidence from the English Court of Appeal, 42 J.L. & Econ. 831 (1999) (suggesting that how often a British judge agrees with the party line has an influence on her chances for promotion to a higher court).

26 Rawls uses this line of thought to argue for the stability of states organized according to his principles of justice. See John Rawls, A Theory of Justice 434–41 (rev. ed. 1999).
CONCLUSION

With civic acts and commodities, tastes and costs simultaneously determine the equilibrium quantity. The skeptical claim that internalized values do not matter reduces to the false claim that costs alone determine the equilibrium. Instead of making the indefensible claim that internalization makes no difference to civic acts, skeptics do better by asserting that law makes no difference to the values internalized by citizens. To be precise, if law shifts the net cost curve more easily than the willingness-to-pay curve, then officials can influence citizens more effectively by manipulating costs rather than by manipulating internalized values.

Evaluating this weaker form of skepticism requires an account of the causes of internalized values. People especially change their preferences to increase their opportunities. Specifically, people internalize morality to improve their opportunities for cooperating with others. Moral commitments are translucent in intimate relationships and opaque in remote relationships. Since officials have remote relationships with citizens in modern states, the state has little power to induce people to make moral commitments. The law must, consequently, reward and punish acts, not the actor’s character. Instead of promoting civic virtue directly, the state must align law with social norms. Enlisting preexisting morality in the service of the state helps solve agency problems that plague government.